HUMAN RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 2

KIND OF WORK

Professional human rights law investigative work.

NATURE AND PURPOSE

Under limited supervision/procedural control conducts investigations in response to complaints submitted by the public for the purpose of determining whether probable cause exists; recommends a determination; conciliates cases so that a mutually satisfactory resolution is attained; provides leadwork direction to subordinate staff; performs related work as required.

EXAMPLES OF WORK (A position may not include all the work examples given, nor does the list include all that may be assigned.)

Interviews witnesses and collects, reviews, and analyzes documents related to charges of discrimination.

Prepares written reports and summaries of investigative activities.

Prepares recommendations for disposition of charges for review and approval by supervisor.

Convenes investigative fact-finding conferences attended by parties to a charge and their local counsel.

Assists parties in the negotiation of a pre-determination settlement agreement.

Responds to telephone inquiries from charging parties and respondents concerning the status of charges or compliance activities.

Conducts on-site reviews of the work force and employment practices of State contractors.

Conducts interviews and reviews and analyzes documents relating to compliance status of contractors.

Leads team investigations as necessary.

Prepares written summaries of on-site investigative activities.
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES

Knowledge of:

- State and federal human rights laws, court decisions, data privacy laws, and agency rules and policy sufficient to interpret and apply relevant governing factors to analyze assigned caseload.

- Investigative and research techniques sufficient to develop interrogatives, interview witnesses, collect evidence, analyze records and support recommended determinations in cases of particular legal or social significance or cases of substantial complexity, such as class actions and multiple charges.

- Conciliation methods and techniques sufficient to resolve cases where a finding of probable cause has been determined.

Ability to:

- Communicate orally and in writing sufficient to document and present the facts of the case and present agency position with clarity.
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